Research team members reached consensus on coding, content and thematic analysis and key results.

**Results** Preliminary analysis yielded four themes including a) limited reproductive health vocabulary in some ethnic dialects from Burma b) use of euphemisms to increase cultural acceptance of reproductive health terms c) low levels of health literacy and frequent improvising with similes and metaphors for simplification d) deviation of interpreters from conduit roles to practitioner aids for smooth communication. For instance, the word for intercourse in Chin language is “hupa sual nak” with the literal meaning of “man and woman commit sin”. Discussion of sexual intercourse thus requires skillful interpretation.

**Conclusion** A close look at sexual constructs in an unfamiliar language highlights the imaginative resources used by interpreters to assist HCP in understanding patients’ inner world. A real challenge is for the HCP to recognise the meaning when the words used mean something similar to both patient and interpreter but the verbatim translation loses accuracy. Awareness of nuances of sexual health vocabulary will create smooth sexual health dialogue, and generate greater rapport with the patient.
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**Introduction** The ability of sex workers to access healthcare and STI/HIV prevention education and tools is directly impacted by policy and law. Australia provides a unique case study of the direct effects of criminalisation, licensing, and decriminalisation on access to healthcare and rates of STI/HIV transmission as each state and territory has differing models of regulation operating side by side. New South Wales decriminalised sex work in 1995 in response to government findings of systemic police corruption; criminal laws repealed and police no longer regulators, sex work is regulated through standard occupational, planning and industrial mechanisms.

**Methods** Scarlet Alliance, the peak national sex work organisation, collects data directly from sex workers via forums, working groups and surveys. We conducted an in-depth, five stage consultation with sex workers from a range of genders, experiences and backgrounds. We reviewed health research and government reports to examine policy successes and areas in need of reform.

**Results** Under decriminalisation NSW sex workers have better access to healthcare and STI/HIV prevention education and tools including free, confidential and anonymous sexual health services as well as peer-led services. Higher rates of safer sex, lower rates of STIs and improved Workplace Health and Safety were also evident, while in other jurisdictions sex workers continue to face barriers to treatment and other health services and often work outside legal frameworks.

**Conclusion** Decriminalisation is the optimal regulatory model and is supported by the UNFPA, UNDP, UNAIDS, WHO and Amnesty International as critical to HIV prevention and for human rights. Despite 22 years of evidence of its success, barriers remain to the uptake of this model in Australia and globally including political pressure to criminalise clients, hostile funding environments, the booming “rescue industry and institutional discrimination. The Australian case study supplies valuable evidence for governments, researchers, the health sector and the global sex work community.